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SUPPORTING FAMILIES IN TRANSITION 
Providing family support, recreation and wellness, 

supported employment and workshops to families 

living with developmental disabilities



Mission 
To provide family support, advocacy and training for individuals  
and families living with developmental disabilities. 

Vision 
For Georgia to be a place where people with developmental 
disabilities and their families can live, work and participate in 
inclusive communities in a way that honors individual dignity.

Impact 
72% of very low income families live in stable housing with residency in the same 
location for more than 12 months

50% of families have made significant progress on the independence index for 
using public transportation, obtaining their personal goals, managing their money 
and improving their participation in community activities

90% of our participants are satisfied to very satisfied with the services from AADD 

125 active Partners participate in advocacy on behalf of public policies to support 
individuals living with developmental disabilities

480 individuals participated in our Conversations That Matter events on post-
secondary education options and the need for more programs at Georgia colleges 
and universities

94% of the 2,500 police officers trained by AADD report improved skills and 
knowledge in understanding developmental disabilities and appropriate responses 
in community situations
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Purpose of this Guide 
Transition to adulthood is a complicated one for many parents of a child with a 
disability. Children must be prepared to enter the world as young adults and leave 
the relative “safety” of school. It takes preparation, planning and work from the 
family, the school teachers and the individual student. This guide was developed 
from our experiences working with so many families that seem to wait to plan until 
high school completion is upon them. Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
requires that preparation and planning begins by the time a student reaches 16 years 
old; we think it begins in fourth or fifth grade and continues until the final year of 
school. Without planning and preparation, students are often left at home and face 
five to seven years of “lost time” trying to catch up and acquire the resources to 
support the transition. 

Life is full of 
transitions.

Transition to 
adulthood takes 

planning and 
preparation 

from the family.

Transition 101 
Transition planning begins in school as part of 
developing the students Individualized Education 
Program (IEP). The IEP team - the student, 
parents and educators - develop the transition 
plan. Parents have an important role to play and 
can ask for transition planning to begin when 
they feel it is appropriate to do so.

• IDEA requires transition planning to  
 begin when the student reaches age 16.  
 We recommend starting much earlier. 

• Transition is about preparing for  
 adulthood which will mean different  
 things for different individuals. 

• Students are at the heart of planning  
 their transition.

 
Transition Topics to Consider 

• Independent Living – One of the important considerations for parents is to  
 plan for independent living. Most young adults hope to live independent  
 of their parents and students with disabilities are no exception. What does  
 independent living mean to your child? What is your plan for the future? What  
 options have you considered that will make your child most independent, keep  
 them safe and provide for life as adults in the community? 

• Post-Secondary – Many students want to further their education, and post- 
 secondary opportunities are increasing in Georgia. Many jobs now require  
 additional training or various types of degrees or educational certificates.  
 What are the options for post-secondary for your child?

• Employment – Supported employment options are increasing. Are you  
 preparing your child for some type of employment in the community or a  
 program? What skills, interests and ideas do they have about employment?  
 The world of work presents many challenges but also many opportunities for  
 individuals with developmental disabilities. Is a day program or some other  
 type of social skill-development needed prior to employment?

• Social Engagement – Dating, relationships, marriage and community  
 participation are important and will take more effort after school. Social  
 engagement is an important part of having a quality life and means many  
 different things to different individuals. Clubs, activities, hobbies and fun are  
 all things that are part of adulthood. Adult relationships and friendships will  
 need to be developed and may change after high school. 

• Heath Care – Young adults often must transition in the health care system.  
 There are different issues, resources and services as individuals become adults  
 and age. Health care can mean leaving a pediatrician and moving to a different  
 medical provider. Other health issues may develop or improve with aging. 
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Independent Living 
Many young adults with developmental disabilities desire to live independent of their parents. 
Today many more options are available. Most parents both dread thinking about this and 
yearn for some separation from their adult child. Transition planning is a great time to begin 
thinking about the options, preparing an individual for some type of independent living and 
getting yourself prepared for the future. 

Independent living means so very much – it is about choices about how and where we live in 
the community. Many options are available and much will depend on the financial resources, 
skills and interests of the individual. Preparing can be as simple as teaching how to use an 
alarm clock and how to get dressed and personal care, to how to use transportation and how 
to live with a roommate. 

• Interest and desire of the student – what do they want to do as they move into adulthood?  
 What are their goals and abilities to live in independently from their parents?

• Options in the community – what options exist, what do they cost and what might be  
 a goal for your child? Is the plan that they live with you? Are you adapting your home  
 for a separate area for an adult rather than a child? Are host homes, shared apartments  
 or an individual apartment an option with the appropriate supports and income? Tour  
 various options and visit them personally. Every situation is different and no one solution  
 works for everyone. This is where your child’s goals, skills and interests are very important  
 to consider. 

• Financial resource – what are the financial resources needed? Have you created a budget  
 to see what it will cost, what supports will cost and what available income or funding will  
 cover in terms of expenses?

• Transition – what transition experiences can you provide to your child and are you  
 preparing them with the personal skills to live independent from your family? Are you  
 gradually teaching them some life skills for independent living? What supports are you  
 providing now and what will be needed in the future?

• Practice letting go – every parent has to learn to let go and it takes practice in small steps.  
 Parents of children with disabilities can be very protective and block independence.
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Post-Secondary 
Education, training and college are all options that need to be considered. For some 
examples, further technical training is desired, and for others, a college education 
is an option. This very much depends on the child, their interests, skills and dreams 
for the future. For some families, the college experience is something they want for 
their child and options now exist for different types of experiences with supports. 
Other individuals may be interested in trade school or vocational education that 
leads to a skill useful in a career or job. 

• Attend a session on educational opportunities and investigate what the  
 options are for your child. Have them join you on a visit to a school; gauge  
 their reaction. Many more options are available now than a few years ago. 

• Review the various options and learn about the supports available. What are  
 you required to provide and what might be a fit for your student? Remember  
 the approach is to be person-centered. 

• Develop interests and provide opportunities to try various activities to  
 determine what makes your student happy and passionate. Developing  
 skills and interests is an important part of growing up. Make this part of your  
 IEP planning and teen years so that the interests and passions are understood  
 by the time it comes to transition out of high school. 

• We see too many students admitted to post-secondary who end up failing  
 due to the lack of necessary supports. Be deliberate about determining what  
 supports are needed to be successful.
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Employment 
Employment is a natural part of adult life and supported employment provides more 
opportunities for individuals with developmental disabilities to be working in the 
community. Customized employment is an option, with ongoing job coaching and 
supports becoming more the norm with additional programs developing each year. 

Supported employment includes four phases: 

• Discovery – gathering information about the individual to understand their  
 interests, skills and preferences related to employment. 

• Job Search Planning – a plan is developed toward seeking meaningful  
 employment, a list of potential employers is identified and an analysis of  
 potential opportunities is completed.

• Job Development and Negotiation – working in partnership with the individual  
 and the employer to negotiate a customized job, determine the necessary  
 ongoing supports and the terms of employment. 

• Post-Employment Support and Job Coaching – this involves ongoing supports  
 and job coaching customized to the individual and the employer to make sure  
 both are successful.

Supported employment is individualized, person-centered and a process that 
results in meeting the needs of the individual with the supports and conditions 
necessary for success. It differs, somewhat, from traditional job development 
practices and assumes competencies and skills can be discovered. 

Successful employment does not just happen in one day. It takes preparation and 
practical experiences during the high school years. Some students volunteer, others 
have visits or can hold summer jobs to learn about work. Parents and teachers need 
to discuss the world of work and help instill good work habits like being on time, 
following directions and working with a supervisor. Waiting until the completion 
of high school is too late to start developing good work habits. Families have an 
important role to play and must provide experiences to their teen where appropriate 
and with the necessary supports. Interests and preferences can be identified in high 
school and will help inform the employment process when the student is ready. 
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Social Engagement 
Dating, relationships and community engagement without parents hovering nearby 
is a goal for many young adults. They want what every other young person wants. 
Often to the surprise of their parents, they think about dating, relationships, their 
future up to and including marriage and, most importantly, what type of social 
events they can find that do not include their parents. 

We suggest parents take a class which covers dating and relationships - we offer 
several during the year at AADD. We think ongoing discussions with your teen 
are important so you learn what they are thinking and their dreams for the future. 
Again, every individual is different and every situation is different so listening, 
learning and ongoing teachable moments are all part of growing up. A parent’s job 
is to prepare their children for adulthood and children with disabilities need help 
preparing for their future. 

• Research recreational and social activities in your community. Model after  
 Great Prospects and start a monthly dance with a DJ or get a bocce ball league  
 going with AADD. There are many clubs like drama, photography or other  
 special interests. If you cannot find one, approach an organization to start one. 

• Think about natural supports for young adults and how to develop new ones  
 as many of their friends and peers may be moving away for college. Building  
 relationships for twenty year olds is different when school ends. Be prepared  
 for a transition and the need to build new relationships.

• Are day programs an option or some type of social skill-development? Every  
 person and family has different expectations and needs. What program  
 supports do your family need for this transition?

• Community activities are spread out and transportation can be a problem.  
 Think about car pools, sharing the organizing with other families and  
 community groups. 

Health Care 
Health care options, therapies and care may have been provided through the school 
system and your providers or resources may need to change as your family member 
approaches adulthood. It may mean a transition to a new health care provider, 
moving from a pediatrician to an internist or family practitioner. Physical therapies 
and other occupational therapies may need to be arranged with different providers. 

• Talk with your physician and find out what types of health care is available and  
 what the plan is if there is to be a transition to a new provider. 

• Attend a session on sexuality and learn what to expect, how to communicate  
 certain topics and approach the subject with your child. We find this is a tough  
 topic parents often avoid. All young adults have feelings and our experience  
 is that parents wait too long on this topic. If you are concerned with certain  
 behavior, seek professional help. 

• Assistive technology and adaptive devices are changing. New therapies are  
 sometimes available. Talk with other parents and stay informed as it is changing. 

• Do you need a behavioral specialist? Society is less accepting of adults with  
 certain behaviors that may have been ignored in a 10 year old but in an adult  
 will be viewed differently. There are behavioral specialists for developmental  
 disabilities and they can help the whole family change behaviors or react in  
 ways that prevent negative situations. 

Young adults with disabilities 
want what every other young 

person wants.
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Transition Planning 
PREPARE 

• It is never too early to start thinking about transition planning. School will  
 end and, while not perfect, it provides a structure for parents and student.  
 Transition thinking and preparation can begin as early as 4th grade. It cannot  
 wait until the child is 17 or 18 – that is too late and parents find they spend five  
 or six years trying to figure it all out.

• Think about life skills and habits your child will need to be successful. What  
 life skills should your child learn? How to use an alarm clock, getting dressed  
 and out the door on time, good hygiene, personal care or shared care with a  
 caregiver, or learning how to follow simple directions? Simple manners can  
 be an important skill and harder to teach a teen than a younger child. This will  
 depend on each child, their situation and ability and your stamina. 

• Prepare with community experiences and try many things to learn preferences,  
 interests and what makes them happy and engaged. Find fun activities that help  
 build relationships with others. Give them an opportunity to volunteer as they  
 get older and to engage in giving back in some way whether at church or school. 

• Talk with your health care provider, therapists and professionals engaged  
 with your child. Will you need to transition to other health care services  
 or physicians?

PLAN 
• Make sure to start transition planning in the IEP as soon as you feel it is appropriate.  
 You must begin by 16 years of age but you can start sooner if you want to include  
 specific things.

• Review sample transition plans and goals. Search out examples and come to meetings  
 with ideas of your own. 

• Observe and engage your child to help inform the transition planning. Help them  
 prepare for the transition planning sessions. 

• Take a workshop on transition planning through the school system or a community  
 nonprofit. Host a meeting for other parents if one does not exist in your area. 

• Find out about the resources in your school system. Is there a Project Search or  
 vocational program that might fit? What does special education mean for high school?  
 Is it a good fit? What does inclusion mean as you approach high school and the  
 transition out of high school?

ENGAGE 
• Engage and develop a support team. Think about natural supports for you, the  
 family and your child. Who are those supports, do you need more or different ones  
 now? Who are the child’s peers and how do they continue to engage and expand  
 that group? Who are the friends of the future?

• Talk with other parents and find out what they are doing, and what they did or did not  
 do. Parents can be some of the best resources. Get a parent mentor or seek out a parent  
 organization to join or attend a meeting to find out more. Arm yourself with information  
 and your own support system. 

• Be purposeful about community participation in the later teen years. Give individuals  
 the opportunity to participate in other community activities without you as they age and  
 grow up. Find a summer job even if only for 2 hours a day or a week. Provide  
 opportunities to work at something or volunteer in a work environment so they can  
 experience real work. 

• Create a person-centered plan using a MAPS or PATH process. Many Parent Mentors in  
 the school district are trained and can help you with this to complement the IEP process. 

It is never too early to 
start thinking about 
transition planning.
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Tips to IEP and Transition Planning 
Transition planning takes place during the development of the IEP. It often begins 
in high school and can start earlier. It is required to start by the time the student 
reaches 16 years of age, or begins high school. 

Transition services are defined by the law as “a coordinated set of activities” 
designed within a results-oriented process. The IEP team should discuss options 
that include further education, instruction, community experiences, employment 
and daily living skills. 

• The student must be invited and included in the IEP meeting where transition  
 services and options are considered and discussed. 

• The transition plan should consider post-secondary education, vocational  
 training, employment, independent living and community participation. The  
 transition services should be activities towards producing results. It must  
 include the interests and personal preferences of the student. It is defined  
 in the IDEA law. 

• Parents must actively engage and participate. Prepare for the meetings with  
 your ideas on what transition experiences in school and in the community will  
 be important for your child. Actively engage your child and help them articulate  
 their interests and preferences. Ask good questions and come prepared to  
 focus on transition. 

• Ask the school for examples of transition goal statements. Review these and  
 seek out ideas from other resources. Come to the IEP session prepared. This  
 guide covers the areas or topics that should be considered for goals. 

• Ask for a vocational evaluation or other assessment that might help with  
 determining skills, interests and strengths of your student. 

• Start seeking out community services and alternatives. Ask other parents about  
 community activities and employment, and visit community organizations that  
 serve individuals with developmental disabilities.

• Apply for a waiver sooner rather than later. You could be on the list for years.
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Waivers 
NOW and COMP waivers are financial resources to provide support to individuals 
that want to live with their family or in other community living situations. The 
financial support pays for services during the day, night or on weekends. It can pay for 
community activities, respite care, supported employment or caregiving at home. It is 
based on the goals of the Individual Service Plan (ISP) and the interests and personal 
preferences of the individual receiving the supports. 

New Options Waiver (NOW) is for people who do not need 24-hour care and live 
with family or in their own home. The Comprehensive Supports Waiver (COMP) is 
for individuals that need intensive supports. Each waiver includes specific services 
that are only available under that waiver. NOW supports respite care, natural 
support training and individual goods and services. COMP supports community 
residential alterative services. A full list can be obtained from the Department of 
Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities’ regional offices and applications 
are available online. 

There is a long waiting list for services - over 7,000 in the spring of 2014. There is both 
a long-term and a short-term list depending on your situation. The Region Intake and 
Evaluation team will determine your eligibility. Plan to fill out the application, return it 
and wait a long time. If you are on the short-term list, you will be assigned a Planning List 
Administrator to check in with you as while you are on the short-term list. 

Once you are placed on the list and determined eligible you must follow-up and call 
the regional office, the PLA and even your legislator to ask for what is happening to 
the list. Parents that are the most persistent seem to move quicker on the list. 

Regional Offices – DBHDD 
Find a map and contact information for the Six Regions of DBHDD at: 
dbhdd.georgia.gov/regions

Find a waiver application at: 
dbhdd.georgia.gov/sites/dbhdd.georgia.gov/files/imported/DBHDD/Files/
Services-InstructionsandApplication02-27-12.pdf

How AADD Can Help 
FAMILY SUPPORT 

• Customized plans, individualized support and assistance with independent 
  living skills

• Counseling and navigational consulting with families on benefits, life transitions  
 and futures planning

SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT 
• Traditional supported employment and individualized employment that  
 begins with discovery, includes job analysis and placement and continues  
 with job coaching

• Ongoing supports, coaching and problem solving with both the employee  
 and the employer

• Job development, review and support for employers to create successful  
 employment situations

RECREATION AND WELLNESS 
• Activities, clubs, fitness groups and fun in the community

• Focus on health, wellness and social engagement 

SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS 
• Workshops for parents and individuals with developmental disabilities

• Topics and locations vary

• Advocacy training 
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